These sentences were used in Omaki and Schulz (2011), who modified sentences provided by Matt Traxler.

1a/b. The city/book that the author wrote regularly about was named for an explorer.
1c/d. The city/book that the author who wrote regularly saw was named for an explorer.

2a/b. The injury/officer that the victim called desperately about was treated improperly by doctors.
2c/d. The injury/officer that the victim who called desperately saw was treated improperly by doctors.

3a/b. The dock/rock that the girl threw forcefully at was located near the beach.
3c/d. The dock/rock that the girl who threw forcefully saw was located near the beach.

4a/b. The millionaire/hotel that the architect designed passionately for was nationally well known.
4c/d. The millionaire/hotel that the architect who designed passionately loved was nationally well known.

5a/b. The equipment/consultant that the man phoned hurriedly about was mentioned by the President.
5c/d. The equipment/consultant that the man who phoned hurriedly saw was mentioned by the President.
6a/b. The castle/sign that the tourists read carefully about was photographed by the group.
6c/d. The castle/sign that the tourists who read carefully saw was photographed by the group.

7a/b. The bacteria/researchers that the biologist instructed intensely about turned out to be highly productive.
7c/d. The bacteria/researchers that the biologist who instructed intensely studied turned out to be highly productive.

8a/b. The king/hotel that the custodian cleaned diligently for was ruined by a financial crisis.
8c/d. The king/hotel that the custodian who cleaned diligently served was ruined by a financial crisis.

9a/b. The recording/singer that the instructor taught passionately about was heard throughout the auditorium.
9c/d. The recording/singer that the instructor who taught passionately saw was heard throughout the auditorium.

10a/b. The princess/opera that the musician composed eagerly for was adored by the media.
10c/d. The princess/opera that the musician who composed eagerly admired was adored by the media.
11a/b. The house/letter that the woman wrote cautiously about was inspected by the board.
11c/d. The house/letter that the woman who wrote cautiously saw was inspected by the board.

12a/b. The theories/geniuses that the teacher instructed vigorously about were taught throughout the term.
12c/d. The theories/geniuses that the teacher who instructed vigorously liked were taught throughout the term.

13a/b. The country/general that the soldier killed mercilessly for was destroyed by Mongol military.
13c/d. The country/general that the soldier who killed mercilessly hated was destroyed by Mongol military.

14a/b. The party/lady that the designer dressed elegantly for was thought to be very important.
14c/d. The party/lady that the designer who dressed elegantly enjoyed was thought to be very important.

15a/b. The design/artist that the professor instructed intensely about was discussed in the seminar.
15c/d. The design/artist that the professor who instructed intensely saw was discussed in the seminar.

16a/b. The poster/editor that the manager paid handsomely for was sent to the office.
16c/d. The poster/editor that the manager who paid handsomely saw was sent to the office.
17a/b. The drugs/pupils that the principal asked sternly about were discussed during the meeting.
17c/d. The drugs/pupils that the principal who asked sternly saw were discussed during the meeting.

18a/b. The clock/manuscript that the collector read keenly about was found while shopping for antiques.
18c/d. The clock/manuscript that the collector who read keenly saw was found while shopping for antiques.

19a/b. The client/supper that the cook prepared skillfully for was disliked by the waiters.
19c/d. The client/supper that the cook who prepared skillfully favored was disliked by the waiters.

20a/b. The magazine/clown that the children asked persistently about could not be found anywhere.
20c/d. The magazine/clown that the children who asked persistently saw could not be found anywhere.

21a/b. The match/team that the athlete trained endlessly for was ended by the authorities.
21c/d. The match/team that the athlete who trained endlessly enjoyed was ended by the authorities.
22a/b. The syndicate/executive that the criminal kidnapped cruelly for was absent during the investigation.

22c/d. The syndicate/executive that the criminal who kidnapped cruelly liked was absent during the investigation.

23a/b. The accident/lawyer that the governor asked cautiously about was seen on the news.

23c/d. The accident/lawyer that the governor who asked cautiously saw was seen on the news.

24a/b. The wall/toy that the boy threw accurately at was painted fire engine red.

24c/d. The wall/toy that the boy who threw accurately noticed was painted fire engine red.

25a/b. The cart/baby that the nanny asked persistently about was seen in the park.

25c/d. The cart/baby that the nanny who asked persistently had was seen in the park.

26a/b. The jewelry/prisoner that the sheriff questioned intensely about was recovered after the robbery.

26c/d. The jewelry/prisoner that the sheriff who questioned intensely watched was recovered after the robbery.

27a/b. The jobs/workers that the instructor taught skillfully about were all in food service.

27c/d. The jobs/workers that the instructor who taught skillfully knew were all in food service.

28a/b. The game/article that the journalist wrote hastily about was discussed at the pub.
28c/d. The game/article that the journalist who wrote hastily saw was discussed at the pub.